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Letter
Farmers
cularly one from
as crazy as the
2020/2021
- into a few

n pages? How do you lly describe the start of
adventures, the passing of an old life in exchange
he salutations of a new one? As with most things,
nding of one chapter and the beginning of an her
ver a smo h trip. The wild ride of the last year
been no exception, though, as with most dreams,
lways worth it.

ame into farming more than a decade ago, when
purchased a neglected bit of property in rural
hern Oregon. We spent that time working hard to
e the land into a dream, n
lly realizing that
ad we had shaped ourselves in preparation for a
rent dream. There was never a day when we woke
nd said, “Oh! This is goal we want to achieve.”
ad, it was a gradual formation of an idea that
y grew over the years into a beacon of yearning.
n we ﬁnally found what we had been searching for,
chapter change was quick. It’s ironic to spend
st half your life wishing and working so hard for
ething, and then to be completely unprepared for
n it actually happens.

Ridge Farm is a culmination of years of hard work,
passion, a desire to educate hers and to leave
and better than we found it. As such, the tapestry
e farm is woven with the threads of two main
s: sustainable farming and maintaining a balanced
al ecosystem. Our goals are to live off the land
e allowing the native plants and wildlife to thrive.
want to show people that you can raise crops
out destroying the health of the landscape, and
for your food without decimating the natural ﬂora
auna. This inaugural issue of Blue Ridge Farmer is
ﬁrst step in sharing our knowledge, goals, and
ey with hers. We hope it delights you and
des inspiration to achieve your own dreams. Trust
’s worth it.

ruffed grouse in the western pasture
Opposite Page: Jillian Garrett models a Jillian Originals
Millinery custom wild turkey fedora
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Blue Ridge Farm

Inset:
old barnon 81 rolling acres of
Colville,The
Washington,

farmland and timber. The farm is named
for the beauti l mountain peak to the west.
Formerly a cattle ranch, it now focuses on
the sustainable production of heirloom and
open-pollinated fruits, vegetables, and
herbs. The owners, Ryan & Jillian Garrett,
do n use pesticides or chemical
fertilizers, instead utilizing good land
stewardship practices to maintain the
health of the soil and the wild ﬂora and
fauna of the landscape.

Our
Philosophy of
and Stewardship

two main foundations: practicing sustainable farming and maintaining a balanced ecosystem.
On our farmstead, we raise a multitude of different crops, as well as a small variety of livestock whose manure we
compost and put back into the soil. We never use pesticides or chemical fertilizers, instead utilizing more traditional
farming methods to maintain the health of our soil:
• Practicing a low-till method of farming to help prevent soil erosion
• Planting green cover crops that put nutrients back into the land and provide habitat for wildlife.
• R ating our crops to help reduce garden pests.
• Companion planting to increase the health of our plants and encourage beneﬁcial predatory insects and pollinators.
• Using poultry as natural pest control for our livestock; our chickens in particular act as miniature tractors, eating bugs
and helping to spread the manure so that it doesn’t burn the ﬁeld grasses.
To rther decrease our impact on the land and help eliminate our carbon fo print, we will be exploring conversion to
solar power over the coming years.
In order to prosper, a balanced farmstead also requires a balanced ecosystem. To this end, we encourage the presence of
natural predators to help reduce garden pests: for example, working to create good owl habitat to help control gophers.
We preserve and maintain the numerous riparian areas running through our property and have set aside roughly one
third of our land as a wildlife sanctuary – essentially, a minimally-maintained area where the wild things can continue to
live freely. In some of these areas we have planted food pl s that are beneﬁcial fodder for deer, turkeys, and her small
game. We want to n only encourage the health of the natural landscape, but to act as a safe haven for game animals to
live and raise their young.
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timberland and National Forest to the east (stretching essentially all the
way to the Selkirk Mountains and Canada). Our wildlife includes
"everything except a Grizzly Bear" (although we are technically well
within their range), and we can count on seeing wolves, coy es, black
bears, mountain lions, elk, mule deer, whitetail deer, c tontail rabbits,
snowshoe hare, mink, ermine, bobcats, and moose. We have already
seen the tracks of many of these animals in the snow around the
property and have set up numerous trail cameras to catch their
movements. Our water is spring fed from a seep in the ground, meaning
that even when the electricity goes out we can just wander down to the
well house and scoop a bucket of water out of the cistern. Our well
house is also a lly nctioning ro cellar. The days are so much
shorter here in winter - n iceably so. While doing the 14-hour (one
way) back and forth drives with the cargo trailer during the December
move, we found that our daylight hours up here were 30-45 minutes
shorter than Southern Oregon, and that the sun hung so low in the
horizon each day as to n even reach the tops of the tamarack trees. It
is a different world than anything I have ever experienced. Everything is
harder, but the work has meaning and is worth it. Even when I am
toiling outside in the cold and snow, I constantly look up and ﬁnd myself
lost in the views that stretch across the horizon, and can't help thinking,
"My goodness, I am so blessed to call this my own."
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Predators,
Habitat Conservation,
& a Hare Named "Bunnicula"

he trail camera, Bottom Image: Wild mallard feathers
osite Page, Top Image: Bobcat in the grass, Bottom Left
ge: Black bear sow and cub (not shown), Bottom Right
ge: Mountain Lion
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wild mallards who came to call one small creek bed home. The main water source for our property comes from a
g, which ﬁlls a cistern in the wellhouse and then overﬂows outside to become a small creek that runs past our old
and out into the far pasture. It’s a trickle of a ﬂow, just enough to grow a bit of water cress and assorted greens.
ever, the most important part about this little creek is the fact that it continues to ﬂow even on the coldest winter
When everything else is frozen, there is food and water here, and the local waterfowl have learned it. It is
orously surprising to walk outside the house and see duck heads bobbing up and down in this little trickle of a water
ce, or to be walking past it and ﬂush the resident snipe into a broad-winged areal display of displeasure. This small
on of habitat has taught us how vital it is to preserve the land, and n diminish it through development or
grazing. We provide winter habitat for the ducks, and the ducks in turn provide us with a bit of sustainablyested meat. Farming is always a balance, and maintaining that balance is a lifelong pursuit.

near the spring-fed creek

Farmstead Energy Bars

ed anger) is always a very real possibility on the
where the work is hard and the hours are long.
re always searching for high-energy foods that
well and are easy to grab as you go from one
to the ne . I have been experimenting with
rent energy bar recipes over the last few months,
have ﬁnally come up with a version that works
ti lly and tastes great. It is an adaption from a
e out of one of my beloved vintage cookbooks,
utilizes dried fruits and nuts from the orchard. I
urage you to experiment and try different types
combinations of fruits and nuts to see what you
best.

EDIENTS
sp baking powder
1/2 cups ﬂour
p brown sugar
p white sugar
p semi-sweet chocolate chips
p chopped walnuts
p ﬂaked coconut (unsweetened)
p seedless red raisins
gs, beaten

CTIONS
eat the oven to 375 degrees F.
bine the dry ingredients in a large mixing bowl.
in the eggs, and mix thoroughly. Line a baking
t with an equally-sized silicon baking mat. Pour
batter over the silicon mat and spread evenly.
in the oven for 30-40 minutes, or until golden
n and cooked through. Remove the tray from the
and allow it to cool enough to safely handle.
e still warm, overturn onto a large cutting board
remove the baking tray and silicon baking mat.
he mi ure into bars and allow to cool thoroughly
e storing in a sealed container. These energy
will keep for about a week.

Salsa Verde
with Green
Tomatoes

it a bounti l supply of green tomatoes. Over the
years, I have come up with many different
recipes to help preserve this surplus, everything
from mock mince meat pie ﬁlling to pickles. This
year, I created a version of salsa verde that
utilizes green tomatoes in place of the usual
tomatillos, as well as unripe green peppers. The
addition of vinegar allows you to preserve this
for enjoyment all winter long and creates a ﬂavor
that is a delicious marriage between a relish and
a classic salsa. Charring the tomatoes and
peppers beforehand adds a pleasing depth of
ﬂavor into the mix.
INGREDIENTS
5 lbs. green tomatoes
2 lbs. green peppers (I used a mix of unripe
paprika and chimayo peppers)
1 lb. onions
1 cup vinegar
3 tsp salt
DIRECTIONS
Slice the tomatoes in half and cut the stem tops
off of the peppers. Place the peppers and tomato
halves (cut side down) on a baking tray and use
the oven broiler to slightly blacken them.
Remove the trays from the oven and allow to
cool. Coarsely chop all of the vegetables, and
place them in a large stockp with the salt and
vinegar. Bring everything to a gentle simmer and
cook for about 15 minutes. Pack into sanitized
quart jars, leaving roughly ½ inch of headspace.
Process in a boiling water bath for 20 minutes.

"Waste-Not" Dumplings
with Wild Turkey

e this with squirrel meat, but it also lends itself very well to wild turkey. In our house, we believe in utilizing as
h of every animal as possible, and this recipe is a great way to use up a large portion of meat that herwise tends
wasted. Each time we harvest a wild turkey, we use the carcass (by that I mean the back, neck, and pelvis) to
e stock. A er draining off the liquid, there is a ton of usable meat le over on the carcass that can easily be picked
from the bones and shredded. We make this recipe very vegetable-heavy with whatever happens to be in season.
of best parts about this dish is the level of variation, allowing you to utilize whatever vegetables may be on hand at
me. The important part is to make sure that you have aromati (such as the celery), but herwise you can adjust
egetables, herbs, and acidity to suit your taste. If you can’t ﬁnd Chinese celery, you can substitute true celery, but
avor won’t be quite as complex.

I recommend
For
the Stew prepping all of your ingredients ahead of
time,
as blonde
there isgame
a fairstock
amount
of knifewild
work
that goes
4 quarts
(preferably
turkey)
into
oncecooked
you get
started it can be a real
1 cupthis
wildrecipe
turkeyand
meat,
& shredded
headache
to stop.
2 large onions,
thinlyYou
slicedcan combine several of your
ingredients
into sliced
bowls that you can then dump into the
2 shall s, thinly
p4 fresh
at sage
the leaves,
designated
mincedtime. I combine my onions,
shall
sage,
thyme,
and oregano
3 or 4 s,fresh
sprigs
of thyme,
minced into one bowl; my
garlic
and
chili
peppers
into anminced
her; the carr s, peas,
2 or 3 fresh sprigs of oregano,
and
a third bowl; with the kale and parsley
1 cupcelery
carr into
s, cubed
rounding
out
the
last
bowl.
DO
NOT
mix the milk into
1 cup fresh or frozen peas
dumplings
untilminced
they are ready to go into the p or
3your
chimayo
peppers,
they
won’t
turn
out
ﬂuffy.
However,
you
can pre-mix the
2 cloves garlic, minced
butter and the dry goods if you want.
1 cup pink chinese celery, diced
1 cup kale, sliced into thin ribbons
Start by tossing the shredded turkey with a bit of ﬂour
1/2 cup parsley, minced
and frying it in butter inside of a h , heavy-lidded p or
A splash of red wine vinegar or lime juice
Dutch oven. When the meat gets a bit of a crisp, remove
A healthy pinch of dried chili negro & cayenne powder
it from the p and set it aside for later. Lower the
High-quality
unsalted butter
stovetop
temperature
to medium and add more butter
(roughly a few tablespoons-worth), as well as the onions,
For
the
Dumplings
shall s, sage, thyme, and oregano. Cook this until the
1/4 cupturn
freshtranslucent
chives, minced
onions
(about 8 minutes). Add the garlic
2& cups
ﬂour,and
plus sauté
some for
meat Stir in the
peppers
for tossing
an hertheminute.
8 tsp baking
carr
s, peas,powder
and celery, and cook for an her two
1minutes.
cup whole
milk
Finally, add the parsley, kale, and a small splash
3 tbsp
unsalted
butter
of
stock.
When the
kale just begins to wilt, go ahead and
add the rest of the stock liquid.
While this comes up to a simmer, you can work on the
dough for the dumplings: Mix the chives, ﬂour, and
baking powder well and cut in the butter with a fork or
pastry knife (it helps if the butter is cold when you do
this). You want the butter to be the size of small pebbles.
When the stew has come to a simmer, it’s time to add
the milk to the dumpling batter. Be sparing – the trick is
to only add enough milk to just barely get the dough to
combine. Don’t over mix; lumpy is better.
Add the crisped turkey meat into the simmering stew, as
well as a splash of red wine vinegar. Care lly set eggsized dollops of the dumpling dough into the stew. Cover
the p and allow it to gently simmer for 15 minutes.
Remove from heat and serve warm for a delicious
comfort meal.

Spring is Here &
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Walking on the southwest corner of our property, we
found the signs of their midnight feasting: Seven-fo tall shrub tops grazed as though they had been attacked
by a dull set of pruning shears. It really puts into
perspective just what enormous animals moose are…

hern pasture, perfectly camouﬂaged except for the attention of their movement. Jumping over the small creek (a
tary to the trout-bearing Deep Creek that runs along the northern border of our land), I looked down to see that
nowmelt had exposed old bear scat from the previous fall, when the little bruin had feasted on ripe berries along
reek bed. A few steps rther ﬂushed a grouse from the water’s edge, where it had been sheltering ne to an old
p. One of the many reasons we fell in love with this property was its plenti l amounts of wildlife – its wildness in
ral. I love living in a landscape that makes me feel like I am a part of the ecosystem, and where I am n always
op predator on the food chain. I look forward to learning this property in all of its moods and seasons, of
vering who visits here and when and why. A life lived here on this landscape is rich with the memories of
rience, regardless of whether those memories were documented for posterity or merely intimately enjoyed by the
idual living them.

Left: Whitetail does
grazing in the pasture,
Ryan Garrett peers into
the timber while
armed with bear
deterrent, a trail
camera captures the
local monster coyote

Learning to Shoot:
The Fine Art of
Photography

remember. My ﬁrst camera was my m her’s Canon
Rebel, in the old days of 35 mm ﬁlm. Growing up in
the time before digital, I spent a good portion of my
allowance paying for ﬁlm development. As a freshman
in college, I bought my ﬁrst digital camera, and the
picture quality was so grainy that it still makes me
laugh to look back on some of the images. Years later,
with the launch of several businesses, I invested in
an her Canon Rebel – only this time it didn’t require
35 mm ﬁlm. I spent more than a decade with that
camera, using it to ph ograph food & raw ingredients,
as well as fashionable portraits. I learned a great many
lessons during that time, o en through simple trial and
error, and realized how much I loved showcasing the
beauty and te ure of a meal from garden to table. The
culmination of my ph ography came with the
publication of our ﬁrst farm-to-table recipe collection,
Ap hecary Farm Cookbook: Expanded Edition
(available for purchase through Blurb.com). As my
husband and I became more interested in selfsuﬃcient living, particularly hunting, I began
ph ographing our adventures. I found that I enjoyed
the challenge of taking taste l ph ographs n only of
the animal harvested but candid sh s of the hunter
too. There is so much more to hunting ph ography
than the classic – and classically maligned - “grip and
grin.” It made me want to redeﬁne how hunters
represented themselves and their kills on the hunt.

nder rolls across the north pasture
osite Page, Top Image: Wild turkey hen at sunset, Bottom Image: Ryan Garrett hunts grouse along the
utary creek

to get frustrated with my current equipment setup
because I had ﬁnally outgrown the ability of that
camera. A er much research, as well as some shock
and awe over how much the technology had advanced
over the last ten years, I made the leap into a truly
professional-level camera and lens. I also added a
special teleph o lens for ph ographing wildlife, an
opportunity that was readily available on our new
property.
With the launch of my millinery business, I found
myself in the interesting position of being b h model
and director of every ph ograph. With my husband
behind the camera, I would direct the sh set up I
wanted (b h my pose and the technical aspects), he
would ﬁnd the perfect angle and take the picture. We
worked well together, and with this system, we made a
very effective team, getting the exact ﬂavor of the
images I wanted for my hats. Some of my all-time
favorite pictures have come out of these team
ph osho s, and he is also my backup ph ographer
for larger group sessions and events.
My main desire is to offer customers the sort of candid
portraits that best represent the person being
ph ographed. I loathe doing staged sh s, which
people o en ﬁnd awkward and uncomfortable anyway.
I would much rather spend time putting someone at
ease, to better to capture their true smile or genuine
laugh. We o entimes show more of ourselves in that
single unguarded moment than in an entire album of
ph ographs.
I also want to offer outdoorsmen the ability to have
their entire hunt documented in a taste l manner, n
just the end result. As a hunting community, we need
to move away from taking only vulgar and gory trophy
sh s. The experience of hunting is about so much
more than that, and it is time we began showing that
aspect in a more creative light. I look forward to the
opportunity to do just that.
For
rther details and rates, please visit
www.blueridgefarmer.com/ph ography-services
or email info@blueridgefarmer.com

The Ethics of Filling
the Freezer
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look at why I hunt. Meat is certainly a large part of my

m ivation, but given the fair-chase style of hunting, it isn’t the
sole reward for the activity. If that were true, a trip to the grocery
store would be a l cheaper and easier.
It b h helped and hurt to think back on the beginning of the
season…

Opening morning, you would have found me strapped eighteen
feet up in a tree, praying for the thawing effects of the sun. A er
shivering for a few hours in the dark and realizing that I would be
shaded well past noon, I abandoned my post in search of a
warmer, sunnier location. In less than ﬁ een minutes, I was
staring at the largest buck I had ever seen in my life - a four-byfour whitetail, enormously wide antlers dripping with freshlyscraped velvet well in advance of all his less mature counterparts.
He ran straight towards me and stopped at ﬁ y-two yards, just
twelve yards beyond the limit of what I allowed myself to sho . I
was stuck there, waiting, standing still with only the camouﬂage
of the brush behind me to betray his keen eyes. His less mature
companion certainly did n simplify my issue. One poorly-timed
movement and they would sense me for certain. I waited, and
they eventually hopped over the fence and into my neighbor’s
more thickly wooded property. I reasoned that the bucks would
move southward, as I had already observed them doing earlier
that morning, and chose a tree to sit against roughly eighty yards
south from their exit point. Within 30 minutes, my prediction
proved correct, and I was six yards away from the giant buck, who
was standing gloriously broadside and busting me completely. I
never even thought to draw my bow. In retrospect, I actually had
two separate chances to draw during that morning and I missed
them b h.
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e types of observations help us to implement better
agement decisions as b h private and public
owners. Success l land stewardship is quite literally
s-on-the-ground operation. As a result, time spent
e woods is never a waste if the hunter takes the
rtunity to add something to their knowledge, even if
can’t manage to add a darn thing to their freezer.

what hunting is all about for
me - it’s a way to nurture my
body and soul and the land that
I live on in the most beneﬁcial
method I can. I am a better
land steward because I hunt.
My property is now managed to
prom e beneﬁcial habitat for
wildlife to live on and raise
their young. I may occasionally
kill a buck to feed my family,
grace my walls with his
memories, and warm my bed
with his hide, yet for that buck
harvested, there will be several
fawns that are given cover to
hide from predators, forage to
eat, and cool crisp water to
drink. It’s possible to give more
than you take, and to leave the
land better than you found it.
Even with an empty freezer,
that hunting ethic is pretty
diﬃcult to deﬁne as a failure.

A Guide to
Companion
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By Jillian Garrett

mit that moving several hundred miles – and
growing zones – northward was an enormous
ge and challenge for us. At our old property,
could begin gardening outside as early as
h and n expect a frost until as late as midber. Here in northern Washington, we have
same growing zone as coastal Maine. You
put sensitive plants outside until June, and
then it is n lly out of the question to get
s in August. This is a hard place to garden.
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growing some cooler season vegetables
such as cabbage, collard greens, celery, and brussel
sprouts – plants that never worked well for me in the
warmer Oregon climate.
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peas, interplanted with Coriander/Marigold
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appreciated the generous layer of compost we put down
before planting, which resulted in almost 10-lb. plants
at harvest time. The cabbage was also aided by the
aromatic perimeter of sage plants, which helped to
deter cabbage m hs.

In the second industrial cold frame, I planted p atoes,
cowpeas, and dry beans, with horseradish at either end.
Gophers really loathe horseradish, and horseradish
prom es the good health of p ato plants. P atoes
and beans make great companions because each deters
the beetle that preys upon the her one. Think of them
as best friends in the garden.
My ﬁnal garden row consisted of the classic planting of
strawberries and spinach, along with a few her berry
plants tucked in for good measure.
All things considered, it was a pretty small garden
space, even for just feeding two people. However, with
smart succession planting and a knowledge of
companion varieties, the yield from this ﬁrst year was
immense! We ﬁlled an entire commercial freezer with
processed vegetables, as well as a ro cellar packed to
the brim with canned goods and hundreds of pounds of
p atoes. It gave us b h such a sense of pride to have
accomplished all of this in such a short growing
season, and I look forward to seeing how much will be
produced in the coming years as we continue to adapt
and learn in this harshly beauti l landscape.

A Year in Review
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the year – even in July! Gardening here
war against the elements, and greenhouses are a
rement for most vegetables. We spent much of this
year building the sort of infrastructure that would
us to success lly garden on a commercial scale.

they followed the arrival of warmer temperatures and
verdant new grass growth. With them came the
predators. Cougar sightings became common, and we
even had a wolf pack run past our driveway one
evening. Towards the end of April, a cougar killed a
deer right ne to our house early in the morning and
dragged it all the way into the private timberland on the
her side of our property boundary. We tracked the
entire blood trail, following the drag marks and r from
the relative kill site to where it pulled the deer through
the fence and off the property. Though this experience
would have terriﬁed many people, I love living in a
dynamic environment with a healthy predator
population. There is something to be said for existing
outside of your comfort zone and knowing that you are
n at the top of the food chain.
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the twilight, watching the moon
and admiring the incredible multitude of stars while
ning to an owl ho on the mountainside across
us...It still boggles my mind that there is so little
pollution here that I can look up into the sky at
and see the Milky Way in all its splendor. Life
y doesn’t get much better than that.

month of May brought more intense temperature
gs as well as the construction of more garden
structure. We built two heavy duty cold frames for
main garden area and had an industrial-scale high
el greenhouse kit delivered to us. I launched a
ssional ph ography business as well as rehed my beloved millinery business (having been on
s for the last few years) with a new look and a new
ite.

was the time of baby animals, and we watched
etail fawns, elk calves, and turkey poults move
ss the pastures. We had selectively managed our
ﬁelds to prom e maximum habitat for wild turkeys
ar their young: delaying haying until the poults
old enough to no longer need the cover of tall
s. Once the hay was cut, the grasshoppers provided
mportant food source for b h the young and mature
. We n iced that our wild turkey poult clutches
a higher survival rate than in her areas, largely in
to our habitat management practices.

entirety of our property is blanketed in a carpet of
strawberries, and towards the end of June they
y began to ripen. Though tiny, the ﬂavor is a
rising burst of intense taste, and they are delight l
ack on. We spent a good amount of time crouched
he ground, ﬁlling our hands (and mouths) with the
Though we had every intention of saving some to
erve for winter, we never could seem to stop
ediately eating what we picked.
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cabbage yielded
a gallon
of sauerkraut,
several
cups of

coleslaw, and two freezer bags of ﬂash-boiled leaves
(for winter soups and stews). We ended up harvesting
upwards of 60 lbs. of cabbage, so Ryan wisely invested
in some stainless-steel fermenters in order to make an
enormous batch of sauerkraut. I could n adequately
express my joy at harvesting from the garden a er a
long, cold winter.
The wildﬁres of July brought continued smoky
conditions into August, as well as the start of fall bear
hunting season. We explored the high-country
landscape of huckleberries and spruce trees, but always
seemed to be a few weeks behind the bear activity.
With the e reme drought conditions of summer (it was
the driest year here in recorded history), the berry
crops were almost nonexistent, and animals were
widely dispersed in their movements of trying to ﬁnd
food. We began work on building the new workshop,
demolishing the old structure that leaked terribly and
had turned into a skating rink all winter. The weather
began to change, becoming more stormy and unstable.
We knew that the snows of winter were n far behind.
One of the many lessons that northern living will teach
you is that, even in the height of summer, winter is just
around the corner. Warm weather is ﬂeeting, so plan
accordingly!
The end of August meant the garden harvest was in ll
swing, and we found ourselves digging up and cellaring
close to 200 lbs. of p atoes. I felt a surge of pride
each time I thought about how much I had coaxed out
of my ﬁrst garden here, and how success l my
companion plantings had been b h for the bounty of
the harvest as well as the pest control it provided. Even
the placement of the cold frames within the garden
created an inadvertent heating effect that pr ected the
inner rows from frost earlier in the season. Sometimes
the best discoveries are made by accident.

n to ripen, and our creek bed ﬁlled with the colors
ready-to-be-picked
hawthorne
berries,
echerries, and serviceberries. The grouse began
regating in large numbers around the small
tary creek, eagerly partaking of this late summer
ty. With their migration came the coy e as well,
rly seeking a meal. He patrolled the creek line
morning and evening, a silent wanderer amidst
oliage.

whitetail bucks were a common sight now at dawn
dusk, grazing in the pastures and beginning to
a bit more heavily about the does. The deer spent
of their time in what we had nicknamed “deer
,” which was the 3-acre patch of pasture and
ered parkland on the far western boundary of our
erty. We had planted cover crops in this area
ﬁcally tailored to n only prom e the health of
soil but to provide nutrient-rich forage for the
ife. Clover, ﬁeld peas, and oats made up a portion
e mix, along with the native grasses. As a result,
of the animals spent their time in this small area
ur property, migrating between the edges of the
erland and the open pasture.

promise of autumn grew stronger, and archery
on opened. Ryan spent much of his days quietly
red to the side of a tree, blending in like some sort
cient forest spirit. He would sneak out before the
n, in the blackest of night, and silently walk into the
t. A er setting up in a tree, he would wait for the
to rise while listening to the sounds of the
cape waking up. A family of grouse ﬂew under
on their way to a breakfast of berries in the creek.
ries of strange chittery calls heralded the presence
e black bear sow and cub. A m her elk chirped to
alf, while a bull whistled in the distance. Though
aw many deer, and had several close encounters,
ultimately ended up n ﬁlling his tag. It was a
ult blow for him, as this was the ﬁrst year he had
ed deer without success…The hard truth is that
ng isn’t like a trip to the grocery store – there is
regone conclusion of bringing food home. Instead,
complex test of skills combined with persistence
sprinkled with a bit of luck. Sometimes, the luck
ages to evade you, despite your best efforts.
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as the month of October progressed. The torch of their
color grew as autumn itself faded.

We neared completion of the new workshop, which
would ultimately become the ture home of Ryan’s
custom manufacturing business. In a fortuitous bit of
timing, and a er months of waiting and paperwork, he
ﬁnally received his business license. The days
shortened, the ﬁery blaze of leaves dropped to the
earth, and the stack of ﬁrewood grew…
Each morning became a little colder, the temperature
falling by a degree or two every day…19 degrees, 18
degrees, 16, 15…the days grew shorter too – we lost an
hour and a half of daylight during the month of
October. The sun sank lower behind the southern
forest, and it would be months before we saw it high in
the sky again. Northern living is a different world,
though in many ways I think it is a better one. Our
growing season may be shorter, but so is our smoky
summer wildﬁre season. The rains come earlier and
more frequently here, and the seasons are more
pronounced and enjoyable. To truly love a land, you
must love it in all seasons – most especially winter –
and I o en found myself yearning, for the ﬁrst time in
my life, for winter’s blanket of snow. The relaxing days
of snowshoeing and woodstove ﬁres are a reward for
the hectic work of spring, summer, and fall.

ned foggy and relatively warm, with temperatures
ring around 42 degrees. The mist settled over the
ntains and obscured all but the nearest trees, giving
andscape a slightly eerie appearance. In the grey
dawn light, I watched a herd of four whitetail does –
enough for me to realize that one of them had an
ual nubbin of a tail - graze in front of my blind, only
chased off by the mated pair of coy es who then
ped to eat their meal of warm ground squirrel. I
ned for my camera as opposed to my riﬂe. As the
es moved off, I heard the clacking chatter of a family
ouse along the creek. How could you n love a
cape as beauti l as this?

evening found me comfortably seated in a different
on the northwestern edge of our property,
r lly doling out chocolate chip cookies to myself as
e-reward for what I knew would be a long and
ntially unrewarding sit (I was correct on b h
ts). The only deer to show up were a group of three
two of which were very familiar to me as “Mama”
“Dennis the Menace.” Mama is always easy to
ify due to her unusually light coat color, and her
of the year, Dennis (for short), is so nicknamed due
r propensity to charge ll force at any object in her
– deer, turkeys, people. Ryan and I have been
hievously charged by her while hiking in this area of
property, and I have watched her head-butt turkeys
er childhood play anti . The most common deered phrase in our house tends to jokingly be, “That
is a menace!”
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It was my ﬁrst time hearing it, and I was
Garrett's deer in the frosty field, Bottom Image:
enraptured.
One of the conservation goals at Blue
Ryan Garrett hunts grouse

Ridge Farm is to create and manage corridors of grouse
habitat. Unlike wild turkeys, which require more of a
parkland setting, grouse need evergreen forests and
brushy understory. We have good habitat for them on
the eastern half of our land, but the western area could
be improved upon. Now that cattle are no longer
allowed to run the property, we are hoping that some of
the brush will begin to ﬁll back in along the
southwestern corner, between their favored timberland
habitat and daytime foraging area along our creek.
Once the sun ﬁnally began hitting the very tops of the
western mountains, I heard a single, distinct riﬂe sh
from somewhere south of here. At least someone was
having some luck this weekend, though I sorely wished
it was me.

pper story of our rustic old barn. Before it was even light enough to
clearly, I saw a dark shape coasting across the pasture, which I could
barely identify as a solitary whitetail doe. She walked quickly past and
hed into the snowberry bushes along the creek bed. Dejected, I
hed the landscape slowly lighten around me, ﬁguring that my odds of
ng any more deer – let alone a legal buck – were essentially slim to
. Dawn had n yet reached the mountain tops when I saw him step
rom the creek bed in the northwestern pasture. The buck was so regal
much more beauti l in color and pose than I ever imagined possible,
ding in a misty ﬁeld that was white from frost. He was the
essential whitetail. He was the deer that I had been waiting and
ing three long years for. He was 63 yards outside of my sho ing
nce and beauti lly broadside against the neighbor’s front yard. Now it
deﬁnitely feeling like a classic season of mine. I watched him continue
aze slowly across the pasture, moving eastward and completely outside
y safe sho ing lane. I had pretty much given up all hope and was
ly enjoying watching him feed when something caught his attention
er east. Whatever startled him was out of my ﬁeld of vision, but
ad of sprinting back west in the direction he had come from, he
ed to tr south and into my sho ing lane. Wearing what I am sure
a completely bemused expression, I quickly g set up for a sh I never
cted to be able to take. Right as the buck came within 159 yards, he
ped to look back at whatever had originally grabbed his attention. That
my moment, and I pulled the trigger. It only took a second for him to
he ground. He was dead almost instantly. My bullet had hit double lung
ell as some major arteries, and the death was the quickest and most
ane kill any hunter could ask for. I stared for a moment in disbelief,
hing closely through my binoculars to make sure that I didn’t need a
w-up sh . A er a few moments of continued stillness, I climbed down
f the barn, with my hand over my mouth, and the tears began to form
y eyes. I was never sure what my reaction would be to my ﬁrst deer –
big game animal – but I was still surprised that I cried n for the life
had taken but for the joy that it had been over so quickly for the deer.
e had been no suffering, and that had been what I had hoped for most
ntly during my entire hunt. Ne was gratitude for the meat that would
ﬁll my freezer and feed myself and my husband through the long, cold
er. Last was a bit of disbelief that, a er so many years of
ccess lly trying, it had ﬁnally happened. In a way, I felt as though I
passed a ﬁnal test of my abilities. It was a coming home type of
ng.
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ne year. We have so many plans for this place, and it

is so exciting to n only think about the ture, but to
look back with pride at how far we have already come:
farm infrastructure, an established garden, animal
pastures, several ll freezers, and a lly-stocked ro
cellar. As the weather turned colder and the snows
began to accumulate, we enjoyed the ﬂavors of our
success in each delicious homecooked meal made with
the products of our hard work. We took comfort in the
knowledge that our coffers were overﬂowing with
bounty b h tangible and spiritual. We could sit back
and take the time to n only plan for the ture but to
quietly reﬂect back on the events of the past year and of
a dream realized and a time together very well spent.
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are aggressive
here. enough to
ompete the local songbird populations, quickly taking
vital food sources and habitat. By inviting the native
populations back – including predatory birds such as
owls, who help control gopher numbers – we intend
eate a very beneﬁcial pest control environment. At
ast farm, we restored native bird populations in this
ner and saw a deﬁnite decrease in b h insect and
nt garden pests. I see no reason why this same
sophy would n work well here. We will also
nue to manage our pastures with an eye for creating
ium wild turkey habitat, haying the ﬁelds later than
mal to give the young birds cover from predators at a
when they need it most and a veritable
gasbord of grasshoppers a erwards. With the later
ng this year, we n iced that the wild turkey hens on
and had a higher level of success raising their poults
in the surrounding areas.
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create a system that will help the deer meet their
various food and habitat needs. We hope that better
hunting and more mature bucks will also be a
byproduct of good habitat.

Some folks would look at this and say that we are
managing solely for wildlife, and I would n altogether
blame them for thinking that. It is a high priority for us
that wild animals ﬂourish here. However, it is also a
reality that the land needs to generate something of an
income for the stewards living on it. Farming alone
simply does n work out anymore unless you are
performing it on a massive scale, though there are
some models in the regenerative agriculture scene that
appear to be turning that axiom on its head (more on
that later). To this end, we have identiﬁed a hand l of
vegetable crops that grow quite well here, and we
intend to increase the scale of our plantings while also
building a proper commercial kitchen. This bit of
infrastructure will allow us to make value-added
products from our produce, teach classes on selfsuﬃcient living, and offer a commercial kitchen for rent
to the community.
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so. seems to forget is so important: the land itself.
soil under our feet is a priceless resource that took
nnia to generate but only decades to squander. We
to tend to it for ourselves and for the ture.

year, we conducted a small test on our land, where
ﬁeld was lightly disked and planted with a cover crop
e the her ﬁelds were n disked. We found that the
ng dried out the soil immensely, and the plants
n it were n iceably less healthy. Conventional
ulture would simply input fertilizers into the system
keep on plowing – and eroding – the soil. Instead,
re n going to disk again, using no-till techniques
our cover crops and intelligent animal r ation
ices to generate an income and build the health of
oil. Breaking the dependence on chemical fertilizers
time and is diﬃcult in the beginning, but I think it
e best method to continue generating food for our
munities in a way that is much more fair to the land
he farmer in the long run.
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